S3 Role of tRNA in ribosomal evolution

tRNAs have two structurally, and functionally independent halves with independent evolutionary origins [1,2]. The top half to which amino acids are charged contains the acceptor and the TΨC arms and is ancient, while the bottom half contains the anticodon and dihydrouridine arms of the molecule and is derived. The independent origins of the two functional halves of tRNA [1,2], their almost exclusive interaction with only one rRNA subunit, and the independent history of these interactions (Figure 3C), suggest tRNA subunits (originally perhaps with different functions) were recruited for translation only after a modern cloverleaf tRNA-like molecule evolved. tRNA-like structures involved in viral RNA replication [3], bacterial plasmid replication [4], and organelar DNA replication [5] that are proposed to be relics of primitive tRNAs [6] support our hypothesis. The acceptor arm is the most ancient part of the tRNA and the evolution of the tRNA structure suggests that the modern tRNA molecule had evolved much earlier than the modern ribosome [1,7]. Furthermore, minihelices corresponding to the top-half (acceptor arm) of tRNA can be substrates for ribosomal peptide synthesis [39] and EF-Tu [8]. However, while minihelices can mediate peptide bond formation the reaction rate is very slow in the absence of full sized tRNAs [9]. Thus we contend that modern translation evolved around tRNA by addition of new structural elements to a much simpler primitive ribosome. Mutational analyses of the newer rRNA and r-proteins structures do not abolish the functions but disrupt the efficiency of the translation process [10]. This corroborates the proposal that these structural components evolved to refine a less efficient system.

Most theories of ribosome evolution focus on peptidyl transfer and hence the PTC. However, the translation cycle consists of multiple processes preceding and followed by the peptidyl transferase reaction in initiation, elongation and termination of protein synthesis [11]. Elongation requires multiple, repetitive steps of tRNA selection and translocation involving conformational changes in the structure of LSU and SSU [12] and corresponding intersubunit movements with a ratchet-like rotation of the SSU relative to the LSU [13]. The transferase reaction in the PTC is the simplest of all of these processes, positioning the charged tRNAs in an optimal, proximal orientation with hardly any chemical contribution to enhance the rate of peptide bond synthesis [14,15]. Instead, the 3’ CCA end of the acceptor arm is critical for catalysis [16], making tRNA not a mere adapter but an active chemical contributor to translation [17]. The 3’ CCA end is central to, and intimately involved in all steps of translation, including initiation, elongation and termination [18]. It also contributes to fidelity at various steps of the elongation cycle [19] and is as critical to peptide release during termination as it is during peptide bond synthesis. Contacts with this acceptor arm appear after the major transition suggesting modern catalysis mediated by the 3’ end of the acceptor arm occurred well after the establishment of the PTC (Figure 3). Thus, ribosomes and tRNAs coevolved, turning a simpler, error prone and sluggish primitive replication process into a complex translation process that is accurate and faster.
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